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-ASB Cornpute'r
Funds Liquidated
Money troubles may force the
Hoffman, the department escaASBSU to start selling out; Iiterlated the use and development of
ally. The student senate voted last
the terminal, and Hoffman had
. week to move funds, originally
expressed hopes of using the
allocated to the development of
system as a basis for a future
computer programs and for the
Public Interest Research Group on
operation of the ASB's Hewlett , the BSU campus.
Packard computer terminal into
Marvin Ferdig, director and
the reserve account. A presioperator of the data' processing
dentlal committee has been, apsystem, could not be reached for
pointed, in addition, to study
comment.
.wnether or not the ASB should sell
the terminal.
, The reallocation gives the ASB an
operating cushion of around
$8,500 In the reserve account,
which Is the ASB's only scurce of
extra funding for the rest of the
academic year. 'According to trea.,
surer Chris Hansen, over $2,000 in
',IJdgetallowances
are already
beino consldered,
', ,

Criner Admits
NI\U Scouting

Football Coach Jim Criner,
having admitted, to violating
league scolJting regulations prior
toBSU's
game with Northern
Arizona University is now in the
hands of the Big Sky Violation
Committee; Boise State President
John Keiser put him on recnutinq

Hansen said the computer was
"not used very much," noting that
, the past year it has been utilized
for little more than ASBSLf book- '
keeping, KBSU programming aid,
mailing labels for the Arbiter and
a biorhythm program. KSBU program director Bob Lilley said the
radio' station had not used the
terminal "for a long time."
sale of the terminal could bring
in as much as $1,500, though there
would be disconnection' costs,
Hansen added. THe ASBSU already owes for previously logged
computer time, he said, though
he did not specify any amount.
The terminal was purchased by
the now-nonoperating
Student
servlces department of the ASBSU
as an information storage and
retrieval system, among other p0tential uses. Under President Mike

probation for one, year.
Keiser flatly rejecting the win-atany-price-philosophy,
offered
Criner a. contract for next year,
with the stipu.lation that Criner not
leave the city for the purpose of
recruiting athletes toi :the year

.

VI· o'la'tl· n'
0'

,

by Teofilo' De loyola
Boise State Football Coach Jim
Criner reversed an earlier claim of
innocence that he had made to
University administrators and the
pl13SS two weeks ago. last wednesday at a press conference,
Criner admitted he perscnally
authorized and paid' for a close
friend to violate the league scoutIng rule by attempting to scout
Northern Arizona University preotice sessions.
Criner met with BSU President
John Keiser to explain his guilt
'and perscnal involvment in the
Infraction Wednesday morning,
then held Cl press conference to
convey his role in the incident.
CONTINUED
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Flicks, Junk (, Jockie$.•.•...••.••.. Page 2

A

QUE ON:

by Chuck Bufe
"THE FACTS: 1) Hundreds of dropped from their advertisements 'under Food and Drug
thousands, of women use Encare
Administration (FDA) pressure.
Oval. 2) Effectiveness established
The May-July FDA Drug Bulletin
in clinical tests. 3) No hormonal
stated mat the ••FDA considers
side effects. 4) Easier to Insert
'recent labeling and advertising
than a tampon. 5) BecauseEncare
ctalms of 99% efficacy for Encare
Oval is inserted in advance, it
, Oval to be unsupported and thereINCn't interrupt lovemaking; THE
fore to present a possible health
MOST TALKED ABOUT CONhazard .. ;" '
TRACEPTIVESINCETHE PILL."
Rather than, using the 99%
Soreads part of the advertisement
flgure,Eaton-Merz'
advertiseIn last week's Arbiter tor Encare
Oval ,contraceptive, a product of' mentsnow say that "Encare Oval
provides consistent and extremely
Eaton-Men, laboratories, Inc.;
high spel"f'n-kllling protection." As
Encare. Oval has been marketed
evidence, they cite a "reeentU.S.
over the counter for the p8st:year.
reoort" and "earlier studies in
"Until ,reoentlY, Eaton-Men, adEuropeanlaboratorlesandcllnICS.' ,
tlertlsedthelr
product as being
The "earlier stOdI~" are presurn99% effective. That claim was

"In the month of October 1978, ~vemade over
800 deliveries and retrievals, and 97 percent of
them 'tIere on •time and done properly. This
makes Boise State the heaviest user of media
equipment in the state. "

ably those done by the west
German manufacturer of Encare
Oval; those two studies laid the
basis for the 99% effective claim.
The FDA says of the first survey
that It •'was poorly assembled and
consists largely of testimonial
evidence." .Of, the second it says
•'The study did not teport information ,on .worren who used the
method for less than one year and
who may have .beeome pregnant. .."
So just how effective is Encare
Oval? The FDA \Jrgestllat"consumers should' consider the product 'probablY no more or less
CONi'INUEDPAriE
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Keis~r on Ctiner"
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How mueh ore you w9tth?

Page 8

The student a; BsU is accorded a lot of
importance as a number. Number of enrollments play an important part in number of
dollars received by the university through state
funding formulas.

Sports

Page ~0

As football season grinds down the road a little
further, confused' Bronco fans turn to Boise
State ,basketball action to JUST MA YBE
provide what football this year couldn't quite.
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Fi~cal Policy Bills
Edited But Passed
Tighter controts on departmental
budgets and a higher oentalnty of
ending the fiscal year without a
deficit will be the results of an
action' by .the ASBSU senate last
Wtdnesday, acoordlng to Its sponsors. Senate bills #l6 and #7,
dealing with student government
fiscal policy, were passed unanimously bY the senateafter several
weeks of debate and some laundering.

Educational Media Service
Provides Classroom
Assistance
There are times when a Bet-upIs'
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by departments which In the past
has caused deficits In the tens of
ttlOusandsof dollars, according to
Finley.
Missing from the final version of
bill 1#6 was a controversial "reward
and punishment" section, which
would have given the senate the
power to add bonuses to, or dock
amounts from, all service award
salaries..paid through a department, depending on ,whether that
department had under- or over-
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LYNN BERNASCONI
III THE UNIVERSITY ARBITER Is
published weekly by the Boise
State University Community
New Service throughout the
regular academic y6ill' excepl
during IInals weeks and holidays by students of Boise State
UnlvBrlllty. Oll/ces are located
on the 2nd lloor of Ihe SUB, and
olflce hours ani 6:00 am 10 5:00
pm, Mondays Ihru Fridays.
Phone (208) 365-1464, Articles
and advortlslng are SQllclted for
the publication with lhe editors
recervlng Ihe right to .edll all
material for relevancy, libel,
and taste. Opinions expressed
In THE UNIVERSITY ARBITER
are not necessarily thoSe of the
slaff or of the administration of
Boise Stato UnlvBrlIlty.

spent its yearly budget. Bill Snysenators J.D. Fnley, Jerry Smith
and Victor Hudson, says that ASB der, attorney for the ASBSU, had
departments must submit detailed . a.c:visedthe senate and VIce-presireports of their' past month's dent Steve BaUmer a week before
expenses,.revenues and salaries the bill's passage'that the 'punishment" would be Illegal unless,
around the beginning of each
month, to the treasurer, who in personnel were bound with eon, turn Is to report fiscal action for tracts detailing such a procedure.
This section was removed from the
the entire ASBSU, department by
department, at· ,the' tlrst senate text of the bill by the legislative
RevisionCommittee a week before
meeting of each.month.
In addition, the bll1 stipulates Its passage.
A .companion bill, il7,amended
that the reports for each department-should be made available to an earlier senate act to reflect
any student paid servlees awards changes in procedure outlined by
bill #6. Both bills were expected to
through that department.
these provisions should protect . be signed by ASB pr-esident Rob
, the ASBSU from excess spending Perez'wit,h no. problems. ~

Full-time -Students to Serve on

Publications Advisory Board
for Arbiter Apply IMMEDIATELY
ASBSUOffice

The educational Media service

was organiZed as a teaching

DANA FARVER

"lhese proposals should protect the ASBSU
, from excess spending by departments which
in the past has caused deficits in tens of
thousands of dollars"

bY Kay Doty

1!3 THE UNIVERSITY ARBITER
subscribes
to College PrOO3
Service, Pacific News Service,
and Universal Press Syndicate;

support for BSU InsthJctors.Available are movie projectors, videotape recorders, cassette tape recorders, carousel slide projectors,
film strip projectors and 'TV monltors. EMS has a film library of
over 2300 movies, plus 2000
duplicates of the most frequently
used films, and this Is one of the
reasonsthe 16mm movie projector
is used far more than any of the
other equipment.
.
These films are also available 10
all other schools (Includlngetementary , junior and senior highs)
in the state. The rents received for
the use of these films' are enough
to pay all the operating expenses
for the film library and buy' as
many college level films as comes
out of th!l budget. Any of these
films ,may be previewed at the
library by any Instructor, or student.
.
BSU Is unique, because it has a
delivery service to classrooms for
all equipment (most schools In the
area do not) but cannot provide
operators. Deliveries are done ex'.elusively by work study students,
who may have as many as' four to

missed or something else goes
wrong, such as the equipment...
missed or something else goes
wrong, such as the 'equipment
doesn't work. Human error ·Is
partly to blame, but some of the
things that can happen are: equlpment has malfunctioned previously
and was not reported; classes
moved to different rooms and
EMS not notified! films were not
returned on time (bother by offcampus and on-campus users), or
equipment was moved from the
room It was used !n and can't be
found by whoeVer is,asslgned to
pick It up.
Contrary to many students.opinions, students can check out
equipment neededto prepare for a
. class. There is a Student Pool, and
anyone who .needs EMS equip-

are

~~:'~:,,'.,.;-:.~~, ~~:WJM

Ii3 Artlclesendletters-to-tbe-edttor
must be subrnlued 10 THE
UNIVERSITY ARBITER oll/ce
'prior to 5:00 pm each Friday for
possible pubucatlon In Iho following week's Issue. All submissions must be typowrillen,
double spaced, and bear the
author's name, .address, phone
number and signature, and be
legibly wrillen.
.

IIl'.I Lotters-lo-lhB-<ldltor must not
exceed 200 words In length.
Avoid. theological
debates,
, especially those advocating or
,criticizing a particular denomination.

.nake during the ten minute break ment to prepare for a class may
between classes, and. may be check it out bv oresentlnq (and
between classes themselves. Ben leaving) two formsofidentification.
Hambelton; director of EMS, said, If .lt is ttl be used in a class the
"in the month of OCtober1978 we instructor must request It.
About plans for the future, Mr.
made over 800 deliveries and
retrievals, and 97 percent of them Hambleton said there are no
definite plans in the works, but
were on time and done properiy.
This makes Boise State the heav- "We would like to put as much
iest user of media equipment in equipment in rooms of high usage
as posslble, and we have put 16
the state."
Hambelton said he wishes it were _mm projectors in some rooms, and
this eases some of the pressure
possible to supply operators with
time-wise. "Everyone on my staff
the equipment, "But we just don't
have the manpower or the money puts in extra hours, either g,oing
to hire them." Many instructors, without lunch or eating it at their
he noted, don't know how to use desks, taking work horneor workant to give the
the machines but instruction can Ing late. We all .....
best service possible, that is our
be provided. He also stated "part
of the problem Is we operate on a
reason for being here. I teach
myself, and I know It is a problem
bid-purchase program and canii
always get. the brand we want. to have a lesson set up based on a
This compoundsthe learning prob- film, and it doesn't corne," said
lems for both the instructors and Hambelton.
students who are setting them up
EMS is located In room 209 on
for use. We would like to find a the second floor of the Library
brand We like and Is. simple to Building. Anyone having any
operate, and stick with it, but questions about the service may
unlortunatelv that Isn't possible."
visit the office or call 385-3288.
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tavern/coffeehouse
Invites you to

Sample an alternative in Boise Bar Ufe

Women's nite - Mondays
Pitchers

$1.25

~tf~~

7:00 to 11:00

......Open I 1 a.m. to 1 a.m. everyday
......After hours Friday & Saturday 1 a.m. to 4 a.m.
......Chess & Backgammon
......Good tunes & dancing

TERM PAPERS, THESES, DISSEFfTA TlONS
PROFESSIONAl.· QUAUTY
IBM PORRECTIN3 SELECTRIC
SEVERAL TYPE STYLES AVAILABLE
FROM 00 CENTS PER PAGE ' '.
PICKUP ANDDEUVERYSERVICE
KAARENLBARR
P.O. BOXn4,Emmett,ID
83617
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Fund Shift Savel CISggrODm
FumHure Purchsge
Office supplies and furniture for
the new Wing of the Science-Education building on campus will be
bought after all, as the Sate Board
of Education two weeks aQO aoproved a BSU budget transfer of
$33,000 toward the project. The
transfer matched $33,000 contributed by the state Permanent
Building Fund on an emergency
basis.
'

~--=-f"'~...l.+::f,~0!'"

Building costs for structure were
more than planned, according to

'AI Hooten, BSU assistant vicepresident for financial affairs. As a
result, only $8O,OOO-was al1allable
for the office and classroom supplies 81!dfurniture when $145,000
was originally budgeted.
The transfer of, Boise State
money came out of about $49,000
saved from summer school.;floperations. Ron Turner, budget director, said because there was only
one five-week session Instead of
two last summer, and because
many Classes were cancelled due
to lack of enrollment, that much
money was saved on salary and
operating expenses:
Turner noted the rest of the
$16,000 left In the excess' fund
would probably be applied to
salary or other emergency matters.

II
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Archaeologists working, at the.
Hatwal site In northern Idaho have
uncovered remains of what could
be the Northwest's oldest Indian
village.
,
Located on the, banks of the
CleaTwater River about 6 miles
upstream from lewiston, the village has been dated between 3100
and 4100 BC" according to Ken
Ames,the Boise State archaeiog1st
who directed the dig.
The discoVery led 'to national
coverage on the CBS Morning
News last August.
Ten houses were identified In the
excuvatlon,
and another 20-30
remain in the unexcavated portions of the site; Ames says.• ,
Jhe houses were built by digging
a square or' round pit about 20 feet
across and three feet deep. A roof
was then put across the excavation.
Ames says this type of house was
usedover much of North America
during the last, 3,000 years.
The village opens up a new
chapter in Northwest archaelogy
because it proves that human
populatjons in central Idaho were
much larger than previously believed, Ames adds. .
Researchers recovered 6,500
tools,' 30,000 bone pieces and
55,000 stone flakes. Archaelogists
will be analyzing the material over
the next four years to put together,
a picture of village life,
But arr.haelogists found more
than the vi!lage during their
digging at Hatwal.
.
Other remains, left from migratory Indians date b&;k as far as
11,000 years ago.
Artifacts from that era Include
1,500 stone flakes and tools that
were deposited In a now-buried
bank of the Clearwater River.
Ames thinks those prehistoric
people used the HatWal beach as a
place to make stone tools. There is
also evidence that early migratory
Indians also flshed,at the site.

DAALWI!
WEBUY
eUVR.iil
WESELL
GOOD USED HAROOACK 0CXlKS

USED

NEARL Y NEW ~ AND, OR e 'IffiV OlD
St=ARCH SERVICE FOR OJT OF PRINT OOOKS

HOKwun',

1510srAiE S1 BOISE: 1083702 342.3'61

.

,

,.

The dig was eo-directed by James
Green of Washington State University. It was funded by the Idaho
Department -of Transportation,
which Is expanding the highway
over the site.
.
Crews of up to 25 student spent
two summers digging at the
Hatwalsite.

Pass.s But
Cammitl:ee
Gaes On

j%

Even after the 1% Initiative
passed, .the ASBSU senate voted
not to disband its Ad Hoc Committee on the 1% Initiative. Chairman
Mike laTour said the committee
will mainly work with the BSU
student lobby and "keep tabs on
what the legislature does as far as
modifying It."

CA M PUS
"'"')
"ORGANIZATIONS"
The Sign Language Club os BSU will
'\. CAPSULE~
meet at the Minority Cultural Conter 01
2256 University Dr. The mElOllngs will
be et 5:30 pm every Thursday night.
beginning Nov 30.

"ACADEMIC"

MENSA, the International high 10
society, Is expanding In Boise. You
might already have qualified.
For
Information call Marian Overton, lJllll..

A colloqul um sponsored by the ()e..
partment of Foreign Languages will be
presented by Dr. Penny SChoonover,
Associate Profilssor of German &
literature. She will present a paper In
english on the topic "loneliness as
SlJCCe88:Franz Blberklpf as a German
Hero. ", The colloquium will be held
December
7, 1978 at 4:00 pm In the
SUB Taton Room. Interested parties
are Invited.

5628.

"ETC"

"CAREER & FINANCIAL SERVIOES"

"If It appears there may be cuts
in BSU's budget; we plan to work
through our lobbyists to try to
prevent that," said laTour. "It's
kind of a walt and see thing."
Committee member Paul Klott
said the committee plans right
now to provide f "manpower instead of piling the work (against
BSU cuts) onto two or three
people, we can wor!< thought the
lobby when the legislature goes
into session."
The 1%lntltlatlve will not take
effect until the beginning of the
1979-00 fiscal year, and the Idaho
legislature can amend the measure,

Pacific University, located In Forest
Grove, Oregon, will be visiting Boise
State University on December 6,1978,
to meet with Interested preoptometry
and prephyslcal therapy students.
Those students who are Interested
should contact Career and Financial
5erlces Office, Room 117, Ad Building,
for further Information.

Room 124 In the Administration
Building contains helpfUl Information
for those who are planning their future
careers. The Career Resource Room
has: Federal Government Job Listings,
Business and Corporate Jobs, College
Placement Annual, Teaching JObs In
Idaho and Nation, Vista and Peace
Corps Booklets" Boise City Job openIngs, Graduate School Information, and
various pamphlets distributed by major
companies.

_

Inaguratlon ceremonies for new BOlllB
State University presrdent John Keiser
will be Friday, Dec. 8. Keiser, former.
academic affairs vice-president from
Sangamon State University In Spring·
field, Illinois, took over the reigns of
6SU In August following the Interim
presidency of Richard Bullington.
Guests and friends from acrosa the
country will be on hand to honor
Keiser, as well representatives from
most of the higher education Institutions In the realon. The Inlllluration
ceremony, will begin at 2' pm In the
BSU gymnasium wfth a processional 01
robed BSU faculty and other representatlves. Prior to that, there will be a get
acquainted coffee from 1).11:30 am In
the Lookout room of the Student Union
Building.
In addition to remarks by Keiser,
Goyernor John Evans will speak, and
representatives from the Faculty (Jerry
Tucker), students (Rob Perez), alumni
(David light), and State Board of
Education (Leno 5eppl) will deliver
messages from their constituents duro
Ing the Inaguratlon cercmoney.
That evening over 400 people will be
seated for a banquet In the SUB
Ballroom at 6:30 pm. Tickets for that
evant will be set aside for BSU faculty,
staff and students, as well as Invited
guests, I!/;COrdlngto Inaguratlon chair, man Lee M~rcy.

..Cross Country Skiers
This winter tne Bootworks is proud
-cross country ski boot inade.

,

to again be 'Offering. ·the finest

Norrona Ski' Boots

1. Stitched Norwegian seam (does not have the potential
delamination like some molded boots)
2. Leather insoles
3. Solid steel shank for torsional stiffness
4. Steel insert in toes,
5. Lined or unlined
6. Can- be resoled anytime by any cobbler

for

~ 344 ..3821 !1ft
IS'4tA'N ,'00.....

If, you live out of town, send us a postcard
and we will send you our literature on the finest ski shoe in the world.
Epoke Skis

• Asnes Skis
Ramer Bindings

•
"

Tappen 'SI(is
Ski/om Bindings

Trucker Skis
• Exel poles

'

Mica Skis

.f

Desert Rose
24,25,20
Dancing on Sunday

I......th_e_w_o_rld;.....-----

......~-Feat In Washington And Wall Stteet
By Alexander Cockburn and
James Ridgeway
(PNS) Despite the last desperate,
hope of hardline military rule In
Iran imposed Nov. 6, the consequences of a downfall of the Shah
are viewed with horror In Washton and In Wall St. There Is little
optimism in either quarter for the
chances of his long term survival
as an all powerfUl autocrat.
Harsh military rule marks the
Shah's failure to get any opposltlon group to form a government
or to participate In one. The Shah'
announcement of military rule on
Iran radio was apologetic and
defensive In tone, as he conoeded
that most of the strlkes were
justified and that torture and
corruption had prevailed.
Particularly trOUbling to the upper echelons of the US government is the seeming impossibility
of any effective intervention. The
present popular upsurge Is very
different from the one In 1953
when less than $100,000 In CIA

funds and a few agents headed by
Kermltt Roosevelt
could turn
the tide against ' Muhammand
Mossadegh and restore the Peacock Throne.
The- enormous
expansion of the officer corps has
impeded reliable Intelligence on
Its varying political aspirations,
and the soldiers themselves are
less likely to support the Shah. It
should be remembered that the
'demonstgrations of the last few
months have all taken place under
martial law.
Whatever the short term 'course
In Iran, the crisis there has already
triggered' spasms throughout the
wortd economy. These InclUde:
DAn immedl~te Increase. In the
world price of all, with the
likelihood of a permanent OPEC
hike, ratified when Its rtlember
countries meet in Abu Dhabi next
month.
This price hike could'
speed recession In the industrlallzed countries, as the hike and
embargo of 1973 did.:
0 A serious blow to the United

States and the dollar. Right now
the high price of all from Iran Is
offset by the Shah's huge arms
purchases, mainly from U.S. cor. porations.'
These sales, which
have been under pressure for the
last few months, now hang In the
balance. U.S. economic Involvement in Iran is immense. Over a
quarter of all current arms sales

from, U. S. companies are earmarked for
As of the end of
1977, U.S. banks held $2.2 billion
in loans to Iran, of which $1 billion
was due In one year or less. This'
does not unclude U.S. bank loans
to AmeriCan corporations meeting
contracts to Iran.
oTIlreats to the fuel. supplies of

Iran.

HOLIDAYS

HAPPY

Pre-Hali,day Door Busters'

$59

95
•
Reg. $79.95
CTP33
Mini-Cassette Recorder with Built·in
Condenser Microphone

Deluxe Stereo 8 Track Player, FMtAMt
FM Stereo Receiver, Automatic Record
Changer
95

$159

Reg. $249.95

," ' . C· . - .

144R
Deluxe ''Sounder I" Phonograph

Stereo CasSette Recorder,
FMtAMtFM Stereo Receiver, Automatic
Record Changer

.2399~·

Reg. $299.95

$-4688
, Reg S69.95
e ,

Solid State FMtAM Digital Clock Radio

$1995
Reg. $109.95

, o8-Irk. Car Stereos reg'. 899S
; 53995
eAM-FM Portable w/8 Irk Reg. s1199S 5599s
oFuUBUSTER Radar Detectors Reg. tl199s5799s
QStereo Headphones reg. 5149s. :'
56"
9S
oDeluxe. Stereo Headphones.reg. s24
51595
oRecord Cleaners, reg. 5129s
56"
0AC/DC Portable Televisions reg. s1399S. 510995
013" Color Televisions reg. 5459~S
; 5388"
9S
o8-~and Short Wave Radios reg. 589
55995
-Citizen Band Tu-Way Radios reg, s1499s . 55995
oMaxell Cassette Tapes ..... ; ... SAVE 15%
.~oAudiovox Coaxial Car Speakers reg. 5899s55495
oMarume In-dash
AM/FM Cassette reg. s'139~s
5899S
eDeluxe Stereo Phono
Cartridges reg. 5499S. . . . .. .
51995
0Diamond t~eedles reg. $109S)129s
5495
..Jensen Car Speakers reg. s599S
53995
LAY·AWAY NOW
NO PAYMENTS TIL JAN.
NO ~.10NEY DOWN
FREE DELIVERY
FREE SET·UP ON AU
-HOME STEREOS

......~-]

SOuth Afi"lca.lsrael'
ana Japan.
oThe possibility of a major geopolitical set-back' for- the United
States. While President Carter
was exulting In the Camp David
agreement forging peace between
Israel and Egypt, the entire map of
the Middle East and Asia, between the Indus and the Mil(iIterranean, was changing In a manner contrary to U.S. Interests.
The strike by Iranian technicians
ill the fields of Khuzestan province
has already cut the flow of crude to
the shipping terminal of Kharg
Island from 5.5 million barrels a
day to 700,000 as of early November. The strike Involves some
19,000 workers in 'the all fields,
and several local tanker pilots,
thereby stranding 20 to 30 tankers
awaiting cargo off Kharg Island.
To put the, situation In clearer
'perspective,
Iran's 011 output
amounts to a little less man a
quarter of total OPEC production,
which In september was near peak
~'lClty
of 32 million barrels a
day. ' The heavY demand stemmed
from winter stocking requirements
and also hedges against a likely 10
percent price rise in December.
Even though this seasonal demand
may abate, there, will not be
enough slack to fill the deficit from
Iran.
'
The result of the shut-down Is to
shorten' supply and consequently
drive up prices. Just as In 1973, it
Is a boon for the all companies who
have been experiencing asurptus,
Mexico, which hasbeen reporting
large reserves in recent months,
was already hammering out supply agreements to Japan, hitherto
an important Iranian customer,
The supply crisis in Iran will last
as long as the political crisis. The
, oll'workers in Khuzestan-manyof
them trained abroad and earnino
mlddle-ctass incomes are demanding
political
concessions
from the Shah's regime. They-are
also vociferously opposed to foreign technicians, thus renderlrig It
jrnposslble for the companies to
risk restoring total production with,
technicians from outside Iran ..
By December the pressure' on
saudi Arabia to endorse a large
rise In prices, gravely undercut by
the slide. of the dollar, will
probably be irresistible.
These
CONTINUED
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all estates are subject to
charges that reduce their
dollar value. You can arrange
your affairs to produce the most
effective disposition
of your
estate
and be sure your
prroperty goes to those you
want to receive it.

some

Connecticut Mutual has a free
booklet designed to help you
plan ahead. Just ask for "More
For Your Family
Through
Effective Property Planning,
It's yours, free.' No obllcatlon.
Of

Stephen H.
Se~ekof., _CLU
I

f2l

5914 Normod, Dr .: ~
_ • P.O. Box-5308
" Boise, Idaho 83705'

'!200) 3754100

Gmnccticut MutualLJfe'''';;''''' cc........
,The! liNe ChJp Comp'riy. Since 1646
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Shah's forces In handling the
will have serious conse~erlal.
This was no easy job. .
quences-psychologlcal as well as
Iranian pilots have boon crashing
real-for the developed nations of
Phantoms· at the rate of two a
the West. Since the 1973embarmonth, since the few qualified
go, the chief complalnt by the aviators had been moved on to the
Europeans against the Americans
more sophisticated F-14s. As long
has been that something had to be
a,."10 as 1975, It was costing. Iran
done to curb' U.S. Imports of
$9,000 per man per month for the
expensive OPEC 011. The energy
20,000 technicians Involved In
legislation was a gesture to these
Installation and training of defense
critics. The reality now IS that
hardware: a bill of $2.16 billion In
more, not less, money will go to
all.
OPEC.
For other countrles, the prospect
Since the 1972 ~bargo, the chief
for an Interruption In trade with
complaint by the Europeans agalnIran are equally dire. Aside from
st the Americans has been that
specific defense sales, to take one
something had to be done to curb
example, the Shah-desplte his
U.S. Imports of expensive OPEC bountiful supplies of natural gasoil. The energy legislation was a
launched himself In 1974 on the
gesture to these critics.
nie
nuclear path. Four power plants
reality now is that more, not less, . are now being built by the West
money will
go to OPEC.
Germans and French at a cost of
Since the 011 embargo, the
$10 billion. The remaining 16outflow of dollars to OPEC has
from West Germany's Kraftwerk
been largely offset by an equation
Union-will probably be cancelled.
In which the role of the Shah has
Three nations may be especially
been pre-emlnent.The
dollars
hard hit by the Iranian 011 shut-off.
that went to Iran In payment for oil
The first Is South Africa, a country
were returned in payment for U.S.
which produces almost no oil of its
arms and military services. This
own. But 20 percent of Its overall
trade had the strategic purpose of
engergy needs is furnished by oil,
bolstering the might of Iran as the
and some 90 percent of this oil
United States' main ally and the
comes from Iran.
dominant force
the area.
Even without the possibility at a
The arms tradehasgrowri to an
UN embargo of oil supplies South'
enormous scale. IHr'lfiscal ,year
Africa now faces a calamity:
1978the U.S. Defense Department
expensive purchases of scarce oil
sponsored foreign military sales of
on the spot market, with corresp$13.5 billion to all nations. Of that
onding drain on gold reserves.
total, Iran accounted for $2.6
This pressure will have a redoublbillion, or 19.1 percent. In terms
ed effect in Rhodesia, whose oil
of actual undelivered orders now
supplies are smuggled through
pending from U.S. companies the
South Africa.
scarcity of oil,
total world-wide is $44.1 billion.
crucial to transportation in South
Of that sum, Iran's portion Is $12.1
Africa, has evident military consebillion,
or
27.4
percent,
quenees,
.
"
Already the beleaguered Shah is
Israel also relies on Iran for
cancelling contracts. The consemore than half Its oil supplies. If
quences are riot hard to perIranian supplies are cut off, Is-.
ceive. Among the major' deals
rael's reliance on other foreign
presently in train are: an order by
sources will be doubled. Produothe Shah for 68 Grumman F-14 - ers such as Mexico may take up
planes, worth $12 million each. In
some of the slack, but' the real
a contract worth $2.4 billion Iran
pressure will be on Egypt, whose
.has ordered 160 F-16s from Generbargaining power In the final
aI Dyhamlcs which now Is in the
stages of the camp David agreesame gloomy state as Grumman.
ments has thus been abruptly.
This gloom Is shared by Boeing,
Increased.,'
".
which has contracted with Iran to
The Japanese, who In 1973drew
supply 10 E3A AWACS planes
40 percent of their supplies from
(essentially an airborne communlIran, have had the foresight to
cations, command and control
diversify their sources. Only 19.5
system)' at $102 million each, plus
percent of the countr:y's needs now
training cOsts.
come from Iran. Even so, JapanThe list ot torwarn contracts IS
which has 90 days supply of oil-Is
lengthy: four destroyers from L1talready experiencing constriction.
ton at $338 million; a long-term
On the diplomatic front, the
joint venture between Iran and
preserit collapse of the Shah has
Bell, Textron's subsidiary, for the
equally dire consequences. Since
supply of helicopters for a variety
the start of the cold war Iran has
of military needs.' .From several
been precelved by one administradifferent U:S. eoinpa;nIE)$·lran Istlon
after the other as the pillar of
purchasing tankS, "miSsiles';howltU.S. foreign policy in the Middle
zers, armoured personnel carriers
East. It Is an extraordinary Irony
and the essential craft for a new
that at the very moment President
navy.
Carter Is hailing the onset of peace
The supply of arms Is only half
In the area-superintended by the
the story. With each shipment of
U.S.-the American position of
sophisticated hardware went the
dominance is being threatened. It
"all-important U.S. technicians and
had always been the view of crltles
training personnel to train the
of camp David that a separate
CONTINUED
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peace between Israel and Egypt
might be palatable domestically
(In all three countries) but could
have most unpleasant consequenIII10ntrealerswoke up one Sunday
ces elsewhere. The consequences
In July to discover C)"Clinglanes on
are rapidly becoming apparent:
two of their main avenues. During
friendly relations between Syria
the night a group calling itself the
and lraq(which is a major 011
Green Brigade had painted, along
supplier and which has a large
two miles of street, bright green
army); the increasing caution of
lines and signs Indicating "bicycle
King Hussein towards the spirit of
path." They also printed people's
camp David; threats to the security ot Saudi Arabia as a result of the
crisis of the Shah; and a worsening
geo-politlcal picture.
Afghanistan tilts to the Soviet
Union; the military regime In
Pakistan. Is shaky; the Shah
totters.
Amid sUCh far-ranging
parking tickets which were put on
upheavals, an accord between cars perked in the bike zones.
Israel and Egypt becomes much
Le Monde a Blcyclette, a mllllant
reduced in political importance.
cyclist's oroanlzation In III1ontreal,
has been organizing around the
For Iran itself,thEfoverall crisis
will persist no matter what hap- . useof the bicycle as as alternative,
ecological form of transportation
pens In the next days and weeks,
for several years. -They have
Iran has supported its economy on
organized large demonstrations
oil, which won't last Indefinitely.
It will run out, on some accounts, and' recently held a series of
"die-ins" at Which cyclists blocktoward the end of the 1980's, and
ed traffic during rush hour.
then Iran will have no money to
buy food to feed its population.
This !Sthe harsh reality behind the
Shah's dream of an industrial
empire he had hoped would rank
"Houses are to be lived in"was
as the fifth greatest in the world.
the cry of a group of squatters in
His achievement, contrary to
seattle recently as they took over a
such hopes, has been the almost
derelict house, one of eight threatimpossible feat: of uniting every
ened with demolition in the city'S
class against hlm. \lVhat Iran' is
presently experiencing is a popu- Capitol Hill District, that has been
empty for six years because ot a
lar revolt. In this situation he can
dispute over building an apartrely on' no one. For what will
ment block on the site. .
happen if the soldiers themselves
In Seattle, 1,400 homeless people
refuse to turn their guns on the
conspirators against the Peacock were picked up off the street last
year, 11,500 people received emerThrone-the large bulk of the
gency shelter during the same
period and 6,000 asked for shelter
but were refused because of lack
of space,
.

Town Green

4

"

Theagtlon was a response to the
city's repeated refusal to establish
cycling paths. However, the hopes
raised by these oases of car-free
space were dashed three days
later when the city administration,
which had clalmed that it had no
funds to paint its own cycle lanes,
came up with the cash required to
hire a private firm to "greywash:'
over the popular artwork.

-..'."", , < ;;."
"

Ten people in all have been
arrested and charged with criminal
trespassing and plan to plead not
guilty.
The Seattle group have no definite future plans. They say they are
not going to return to the Capitol
Hill squat, but like many millions
of squatters in England, Denmark,
France, Holland, Italy, the US and
the Third World, they assert that
"Those who need homes must
move Into empty houses.'J
Reprinted from Open Road, Box
6135, Station G, Vancouver, B.C.,
Canada, V6R 4G5

Join us at Ray's for a
Thanksgiving evening

8:00pm-1:00am.
Music, goodies tkspecial
prices. on drinks with BSU
identification.

,

,~

Le III10ndea BICyclette sees itseW'" '~".. .
as part of an international move- ..
ment of cycle activists. Similar .j ......,.
....•'>.actions have taken place In Mexico
.
City, Paris, Philadelphia and nurn- . erous other cities.
To contact Le Monde a Blcyclette
write CP 127, Suecursal oelormler, Montreal, Quebec H2H 2N6.
Reprinted from Open Road, Box
6135, Station G, Vancouver, BC,
Canada V6R 4G5.
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Squatters Take Seattle House

For·those who
aren't leaving ...
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analyzed as the returns, shoWinga
five to one aPproval rate, demon
strate. The turnout rate reflected
that most traditional voters took to
the polls; In Ada County the
average was slightly below. For all
the voters out there sleeping
secure tonight under the umbrella
of lawmaker determined senten
cas, anguish not if your criminals'
come home to roost. In other
words, Mr. and Mrs. John Q.

After every election severaJ
of thumb for Democratic strate
Ironies always surface. In Idaho, gists might be, "Don't try to beat
the Challenges to the oongresslon a bumbler with a bumbler."
aI challengers focused on their
Evan more distressing was the
ulneffectlveness." Once voters voting pattern on the mandatory
had a chance to see what Iacklustsentencing Initiative. The States
er campaigns and unlrrr 'Inatlve , man said It was an Issuethat drew
proposals the challengews.put
"some excitement"; translate that
forth, It was easy for them to send to say this Issue rated a yawn,
the lncumbents back to washing
unlike the 1% Initiative' which
ton 'If for no other reason than to
rated a snort. Actually .the senten
protect "our canal." A future rule clng measure was never seriously
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Public just approved a measure
which could offset any. beneficial
1% effects they also wanted.
As with most thoUght patterns,
hindsight has the advantage of
providing solacefor the sufferer of
foresight. Bellevo me, mandatory
sentencing advocatesare going to '
have a whole other set of problems
once their legislators staJ1doing
the "tighten up." Think about It,
the lawmakers
sense a
public readiness for some tough
measures against' crime; they
know of the surveys that shoWone
out of ten people think that a crime
against them Is Imminent; they are
less familiar with the statistics
wtilchshowthatmostwlllneverbe
victims of violent crime, and of
those who will be, most will be
assaulted either by friends or by
family members.
Lawmakers will now define
which crimes the people want less
of, and It's a foregone conclusion
that political scandals won't be

IE:~~S~:::~;~
~
lnals shy away from them, right?
Wrong. VVhen lawmakers get
tough, It trends In other states
:: hold true and our legislature
§ reacts according to Its conserve
E tlve Instincts, the recipients of
~
their attention will be thugs In
5 . volved In violent crime. These
2 folks are a oonvenlent target since
the enforcement Is there and the
§ JailS produce a stead~ supply.
E Most of the time these people are
l:

~

so county paid consul
E Indigents,
has to be provided
for them. With
~

::s

§ the current plea bargaining ar-

AU
'I'll

'MON-FRI9:00 to 4:00 SA111:00to'4:00
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ranqement, trials are generally'
avoided in order to hold down
costs. That's all history now.
Mandatory sentencesusually put a

§
E
§E serious
In the pre-trial
tradeoffs, anddent
prosecutors
feel forced
to

S

~~

resolution Is predictable; "No way
am I doing that ffiCI!ly yearsl"
Trials become prolonged, appeals
a certainty, and" Justice" suffers
from the sheer weight of thelwo.
Judges said they opposed the
Initiative bEtause. It took away
their discretionary powers-read
ability to deal. If people think that
the boys making ~he arrests are
legal experts, guess again. Many
times a deal Is the best the
prosacutloncan hope for. That
doesn't address the recidiVism
problem, .but neither' do prisons.
. What about \hose loaded prisOns?In many sentencesthe JUdge
Is constrained by the simple fact
that those "hotels with color lVs"
are overflowing and the wardens
are screaming to stem the tide.
Now, on some offenses the bench
jockey In the funny robeswill have
to tum a deaf ear. And, If stili
smarting from the loss of control,
s/he could be more likely to hear
an appeal.
There's a second vantage point
that those In the legal profession
adhere to which says, "the Constitution should stand the test of
time." .'It makes It. extremely
difficult to ascribe any legitimacy
to a system of Jurisprudence that
sweeps away, by popular Initiative, the Intent of documents such
as the. Constitution, which were
written to gUMd against abuse.
For Instance, should voters beable
to elect candldates to state legislatures on platforms ~ocatlng
increased penalties for spurious
offenses? Is there a potential for
abuse there?
Finally, scrutiny should be
given to the area of the crimes to
be ccnsldered. I;ven If all of us
stopped by th~ Statehouse and
said, "Senator, I want you to crack
down on nuns unfalthfui to their
vows," ·there's no certainty that a
clear consensus will emerge to
guide the determined lawmakers.
So, as with numerous measures,
the elected members of these
bodies fall back on personal prej~
dices to, get-the Job dorie. The
o~lous query should be, what
first hand knowledge do' most
representatives and their staffs

go the distance. What's the ac-

.~,~~~~~~I~e~;::'~~~g~Jh~~~
'
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Enjoy the crisp. clear days of Autumn
and Winter while you gain a lifetime
skill. Stertnow with a speCialDiscovery
Flight. S 10 pays far everything. Time
at the conrrols. valuable briefings .
before and after the flight. Now
available at .. ,

TREASURE _ENTERPRISES
3815 RICKENBACKER
BOISE
345-2022

8.thSf Marketplace
405 South 8th Street

Ces'Sna l'::::
PilOT CENTER

~

~SuiteB-111

·342-0890
Novemoor 21, 1978

When you geta pilot's license, y6uore
eligible to enter the TakeOff
Sweepstakes... and to win an
alrplonelVold where prohibited by
law .
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crime. While walking the streets
CONTINUED
FROM PAGE
8
of washington, D.C., some years
have concerning crime? The
19O, Stennis was stopped by a man
country club crowd might have . iNho demanded IllOIlW • The senaheard through the g~lne
that
tor obligingly tumed over his
third cousin Reginald had the
Hallet. The thief started to leave,
stereo stolen from his Jag, but will
but then iooked at his victim's 1.0.
that stand up next to the expertise
Recognizing his prey,. the thief
of a judge who sees those In
strolled back and pumped some
_ custody file past throughout the
lead Into the victim. John Stennis,
day? Tell me, What expertlse do
from sheer fright alone, knows
people In the marbled capitol
something about crime and might
chambers have
understanding
be excused for wanting the death
the clr'9umstances surrounding Inpenalty for muggers who can reael.
dlviduals InvOlved In the Judicial
But without more facts concerning
treadmill? I>J3 a casein point,
the-matter, no lawmaker or voter
recollect the circumstances surcan be unsure that the mugger
rounding a most unfortunate Inciwas not a devout reader of the
dent Involving U.S. senator and
Congressional Record, and given
Defense Dept. pimp, John Stenhis target, perhaps knew somenis. Here's a man with some real
thing about crime also.
first hand experience In the area of

Pregfllnt Quemon:"11111111
CONTINUED
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After wide consultation on and off
athletic program; and, because I
. campus and after careful conbelieve {he damage done to the
sideration of Coach. Jim Crlner'a
University by his action can best
breaking of the Big Sky Conbe corrected by him, I agree to
ference regulation on scouting
offer him a contract for the year
opposition teams,. publicly mis1979 with the understanding that
representing the facts, and then
he personally will not leave the
admitting his guilt, I have reached
city for the purpose of recruiting
the following conclusion. While
athletes durino the comino vear
the University is proud of its
and that he be subject to Immedwlnning tradition In intercollegiate
Iate dismissal should this condifootball, it flatly rejects the wln-attion of probation or any other
any-price approach. It unequlconference or association rule be
voeaJly- supports the rules and
violated by him. AsSuming you
believe hls record minus this
regulations of the Big Sky· Conincident mef1ts reemployment, I
ference, the NCAA, and especially
ask that he agree with you to these
of good sportsmanship and ethical
conditions and that you accept
behavior. For the disappointment
responsibility
for monitoring
caused to students, staff, fans,
.
_ 'and supporters by the Incident at .them.
John H. Keiser, President
Northern Arizona University, I
Boise State University
.publlcally apologize on behalf of
Boise State University.
AS a' university community, personnel decisions on an Individual
"I feel that this decision Is In the'
must be reached in the context of
his complete professional and . best interest of Boise State
University and the athletic propersonal record, ·In the best Ingram. We gave the matter long
terests of the university •. and
and serious thought. l' spoke with
without regard to simplistic or '
many people for their Input and
self-righteous sotutlons. Because
feel
comfortable
with
this
this incident appears to be an
decision."
.
Isolated one In Coach Criner's
Lyle Smith
career at BSU; because he has
Athletic Director
contributed a oreat deal to the
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. effective than the other vaginal
contraceptive drugs available."
And those have a failure rate,
Including "use failure" (Improper
:useor nonuse of the contraceptl..,e)
of 15 to 20 per cent when used by
themselves. The-FDA's statement
was eehoed by spokespersons for
Planned Parenthood, the Student
Health Center, and the Central
District Health Department, all of
whom told the Arbiter that Encare
oval should be considered as
effective as foam, and no more so;
like foam, it should be used \yith a
condom.
A spokesman for the Emko Compciny, a manufacturer of contraceptive foam, questions even the
conclusion that Encare Oval Is as
effective as foam:
"There is reason tobelieve the
method effectiveness of the pro-

ducts

may

be different

since

aerosaI foams are effective Immediately upon insertion while
ENCARE suppositories require
waiting ten minutes for .aJl the
Nonoxynol~9 (spermicide) content
to become available. Further, It Is
not unlikely that the consistency of
foam generated by an effervescing
suppository ENCARE Is less dense
and therefore less effective than
foam generated by an aerosaI
dispenser."·
.
And while there are no hormonal
side effects, there have been
reports of skin Irritation and. a
burning sensation in both males
and females, complaints of messiness, and complaints of an unpleasant after-taste.
Again, if you use Encare Oval,
use it like you would contraceptive
foam ..,.with a condom.

NOW AVAILABLE IN BOISE
BACKGROUND MUSIC SYSTEMS
DISCO SYSTEMS
• INTERCOM SYSTEMS
o OUTDOOR PA,SYSTEMS
RENTALS Et LEASING AVAILABLE
It

o

Disco Systems W/Lites as low as

$159.95 mo.
211 No. 8th & Overland
Pam Shopping Center

II

It

Sel'ling the Northwest in 5 States

Nov 22 8:00
Student' Union BallRoom

GREGORY PECK
GARY MERRilL
HUGH MARLOWE
LViE O"CLOCK
HIGH

t-h;. J\', '.
,~.

~,

n
s'
5:00

TO

9:00

Sunday Dec 3 8:00 pm
Boisean Lounge

A highly acclaimed
award winning documentary
'FILM STUDY OF THEVIETNAMWAR'

Cat Ballou
Starring lee Marvin
Dec 6 8:00 pm
SUBBallroom'
Th~ University Arbiter'

e

Claude Spinosa

Student Union
Nez Perce Room 8:00PM

'NAUTilUS' .
Wednesday

Dec 6
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opinion
college football coach with overactive anxiety.
Most of us will remember
Criner's scouting violation for
one. But what I am attempting. to
years to come; but will we likewise .
America's morbid distortion of
convey Is that hypocritical puriremember the man and the qual ity
cultural values was clearly evident
tanism and fault finding have no
of his program after we have
during the past two weeks of. the
place In this Incident.
severed our relationship with the
"Criner Incident." It was filled
Criner's Initial denial of Involveuniversity?
with the "win at all costs,"
ment was· completely Valid, in
Criner has brought to Boise State
over-kill syndrome that motivates
addition to being the correct .a quality, high caliber organizacollegiate coaches,
procedure, legally. A basic pretion, with visible concern for the
BSU has finally hit the bit:!tllTl\:lIn
cept that any defense lawyer wlil
academic welfare of the student
athletics, with violations, retracted
convey to a defendant acx:usedof a
athlete. If his lone act damaged
statements, Investigations, and
crime-rule violation Is-that you
the integrity of the entire universanctions against. a coach. Actdeny everything until the facts
sity community, then its indeed a
ually, I'vo found the incident
surrounding your case are commistake to say that there Is a
extremely humorous. To me, It's
pletely known.
quality academic program at our
still just a game, but obviously to
On purely technical terms, per- Institution. Furthermore, adminithose who keep the faith, it's
haps no actual Infraction occurred.
strative efforts at validating Boise
become a way of life, a blight on
Rodrigo didn't view any portion of
State as an Instutlon of higher
the human eonsclence,
the practice; that only substanlearning would then be a sham and
We've all cheated somewhere
tiates a conspiracy to commit an '
are surely misdirected.
along the Ine,' but the significant
Infraction of a league rule.
"----One point which I direct speciaspect of this dilemma Is. that
Indeed, if Criner were to have his
fically to our university adminlCriner got caught-more Imporday In a criminal court, I'm
strators-Crlner's conduct during
tantly, Criner learned one hell of a
positive the charge now being
the Incident has been one of
valuable lesson as an individual.
banneree' by the press and those humility and dignified character
My only hope 15 that Crln~, due
with aet;ve Imaginations, would be
under fire, that Is a qUality you will
to being at BSU with Its ytJnnlng substantially reduced, if not neseldom find In an individual.
tradition, doesn't Incur a stiffer
gated altogether.
Contemplate the fact that you now
penalty than the violation warAll I'm truly saying to say is that
have In your employ a valuable
rants. Occasionally, to make an
we should put the incident in Its
commodity, a person who knows. Fellow Students:
individual the scapegoat or exproper perspective, eliminate the
from direct experience that you
Boise State Universltylspresently
ample object, a judiciary body will
"axe to grind" bias of the press
must abide by the rules of the . undergoing .the trauma of a 15%
render an abusive reprimand In Its
and the "we'll teach you a lesson
game, whatever the circumstances
budget reduction. Such a reducdecree.
you'll never torcet" of individuals
may be. And, after all, It Is Just a, tion means much more than a
I'm not saying glva the guy a
out for the big burn. Again, it was
future budget that is only 85% of
a simple scouting violation by a game, isn't it?
break. Indeed, he doesn't deserve
, S. deL. our present one. It means 85% of
the budget minus 6%, 7% etc.,
due to inflation. As a result of this
inflation, BSU would loose some of
Its funding dollars even without a
verslty. The facuity senate rethe university tor themselves as
The point ln question Is, how
commends courses taken for audit
students, for the organizations as budget reduction.
miJch Importance is' accorded the
The source of this budgetary
students at, BSU? The answer: be recorded on 11 transcript with an ,students, and for the students
"audited" or an "Incomplete,"
which they were elected to, massacre is,' of course, the one
to be
lot or a little,
percent Initiative. And since the
represent.
.
depending on the given perspec- . without any .Input from students
Initiative
has yet 'to become .law
relative
to
the
recommendation.
These
specific
examples
point
tive.
The administration Initiates a core
toward a benevolently autocratic our worries may seem premature.
The student at BSU Is accorded a
currlculum revision commlttoe
administration at BSU, a type of
Despite this, let's for 'a moment
lot of importance as a. number.
with no. student representation
adrnlnlstratlon which can become operate unaer me assumption mat
Number of enrollments play an
the cuts previously mentioned do
scheduled for such an important
a sophisticated game which gives
important part in number of
action. Student representatives on
those In power room for ,doing take place..What will this meanto
dollars received by the university
departmental committees receive
what they want to do under the the BSU Students? Assuming
through state funding formulas.
little or no notice of meetings or
guise of, trying to anticipate
students want to maintain the
Numbers of students are imporagendas, blocking thetr effective ,students' needs.. The question
existing quality of education at
tant In determining whether or not
participation In the committees'
must be asked, how much im- BSU, It means basically two
anyone class will be offered that
work. The entire university, exportance do you, as a student,
things:
1) A constitutional
sernester~ 15and inore or close the
cepting students and non-teaching
want at BSU? The answer will
amendment will take place anowdoor. Numbers of students deterfaculty 'members, participate In
directly correlate to how much
Ing tuition for higher education
mine the length of or the amount
control. you are willing exert on
(presently we pay only fees for
of certain bond indebtedness: $14 ' the so-called '78-79 Alternatlye
Budget Exercisa which Justifies up
your own college life and how nonacademic servies and facilidivided by approximately 6,000
to 15% budget reductions, promuch control you are Willing to ties). Ultimately students would
full-time students equals $40 per
mising to directly affect the quality
relinquish to "der poppa." All
become responsible for both acasemester times 25 years. Numbers
of educational
opportunities
claims of benevolence aside, what
demic and non-academic factes of
of students, however, have little
offered to BSUstudents.
The
Is at stake is the limit of maturity
the institution- through payment of
meaning relative to number of
student government, with $200,
offered to and accepted by each of tuition.
seats at homecoming football
2). It may mean more and greate,
000 to spend annually, divided all
us at this university. That limit
games. Nor do number of students
its money and energy among the
will continue to be set, in great user fees.· Art students may pay
determine an appropriate place to
budget requests of campus ormeasure, by the silence of those for materials that were originally
pick up and return pre-registration
free. The same would be true for
ganizations, rather than addresswho have much at stake-the
forms.
lab materials .used by science
ing or being asked to address the
student.
The student is also accorded little
practical aspects of the meaning of •
importance in governing the unl-
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ASBSU Speaks Out

E it ri I
seems

a

pre-emptive mandate on the SALT
talks, the leak of SALT information
to Sen. Jackson's staff as part of a
plan to scuttle the treaty.
The cry for a new cold war Is
by Garry Wills
becoming more intense-from the
Committee on the Present Dariger,
BORN-AGAIN COLD WAR
the American Enterprise Institute,
Commentary Magazine, the Hooshelter and lay claim to some of
ver Institute, Public Opinion, the
Dorothy Day, the co-founder of
that caviar.
Moynihan-for-Presldent
moveQuite recently we looked back on
the Catholic Worker Movement,
was arrested In the 1950's for those days with the opposite of ment. Sen. Moynihan Is our jollier
new Herman Kahn, George Will
nostalgia; it was expensive goldsitting on a park bench. It was civil
the moment's Joseph Alsop, Wilfish-€ating of a hideous sort.
defense time in New York, and she
liam Safire Is Westbrook Pegler.
Well j whose bad old days are
would not run for shelter when the
Our new civil defense oroorarn
coming bac~; Our new taste for the
siren told her to.
'50s Is not confined, alas, to
trades a mole strategy for a
Remember those days? Million"Happy Days" sappiness on lV.
lemming strategy: We are not to
aires like Nelson Rockefeller and
burrow, but to flee. If we get out qf
John Kennedy were telling us ,to
The Carter administration has a
stock up our bomb shelters (pre- . new $2:-billion dvil defense pro- . bur'citles fast enough, we might
cut the death toll from, r,ay, 150
sumably with Caviar).Theologians,
gram. This is part of a series of
million to a mere 90 million In a
not yet quibbling over contracepactions that reveal a shift back.to
full nuclear exchange.
tion, debated whether one could
cold war thinking-the return of
Dorothy ~y refused to play that·
machine-gun one's neighbors if
neutron .bomb development, the
game because she v,,)uld not abet
they tried to get into the bomb
reading of the 1978 elections as a
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any government, Including her
own, in using weapons on that
scale. Our arms race will go down
as one Of history'S great madnesses, barely credible to our
descendants (if we have any). It
will rank with human sacrifice to
Moloch, exposure of children on
hillsides and the mass enslavement of Africans.
We are told we must be able to
destroy Russia, or Russia will'
destroy us. Why? What good
would that do Russia? If we blew
up Russia today, could we rule the
world? Who would want to have
anything to do with an unreal
fant~y of their own making. The
use ot such weapons Is 50 horrible
that their successful user would be
the perpetrator of holocaust. And
the unsuccessful user v,,)uld have
been destroYe9 while destroying.
Wars in the past. gave effective
leadership, control over one's own

students. Computer materials may
cost business sutdents. Ail students wouid feel user fees for
services such as transcripts, evaluation, placement filing, etc"
which are now free of charge.
. The ramifications of the first
alternative is clear. We would be
opening up Pandora's cash box so
to speak. Universities with tuition
(such as our neighboring C of I)
have experienced regularincreases
in tuition.
'
The second alternative 15 more
complex. Students with financial
need iNill be asked to pay for their
own user fees as flnanclel aid can
.pay'fortuition fees but not for user
fees. So these students 'would find
it even more difficult, to' attend ttie
then more expensive Institutions
of higher education in Idaho. Both
the first and second alternatives
have the same end product for all •
students: an increase In the price
for higher education.
The purpose: of the previous
discussion is to let us look more
closely at how our educational
costs will be increased. We should
not be too quick to justify the need
for tuition or user fees, yet it
appears that such fees may be the
only means for maintenance of our
educational quality.

Rob Perez
ASBSU President

or some new territory. Even
genocidal war was for sole passession of a limited area. Nothing
like mass nuclear war has existed.
it would {)Ive none of the old fruits
of war to Its conqueror. Power to
lead? New materials or territories?
How, literally, on earth?
Nuclear fantaslsts are In the
realm of pure destruction without
limit; and limitless war has always
been condemned by moralists as a
means not commensurate with any
envision able end.
But the madness goes on. Henry
Kissinger uSed to tell his leftist
friends that the war In Vietnam
had to be won in order to prevent a
right-Wing backlash. He was partly right-a slow-motion backlash is
occurring; and, IronicallY, Kissinger is abetting It, along with the
otner COldwarriors coming back to
us now.

I

This leaming Worla
By Richard Meisler
Dr. Richard Meisler has a Ph.D
from Columbia University. He
was an assistant professor of
philosophy and special assistant to
the president at Antioch, Ohio,
College,· from 1963 to 1969. He
alsoheld several academicadministration positions at the State
University of New York at Buffalo
from 1969 to 1977. He is currently
teaching summer classesat WSU.

damage their future employment
possibilities. I have never seen a
better illustration of the nature of
grading, which has to do more
with money and power, than with
learning.

The function of grades is revealed by USing a little Imagination.
Imagine that the grading system
was abolished today. If you are a
teacher,are you sure the students
would Cometo class, laugh at your
jokes and treat you with respect?
If you are a student, would you do
what your teachers wa'1t'}
I recently talked about education
with a group of college students. s:.....
.__ __
They felt that the press.ures of~~~!iE~~~,
term papers and exarnlnatlons left
them no time to really absorb their -'1I?:::::::::: .....JI
subjects or even to think about
them. There was one exception.
He was a young Vietnam veteran
who 'had been badly .Injured In
combat. He received a government disability pension. He lived .
frugally, and his pension met his
foreseeable financial needs.
The veteran handled college yery
differently from the other students. He concentrated on the
classes from which he learned and
- didn't Worry about the others .. He
got some low grades, but didn't let
them bother him.
He went to
school to learn, not to receive good
grades.
,The grading system gives power
'. The qther students In the group
to teachers over students. The
wished that they could follow his
example. None of them dared.
main function: of grades Is to
punish students for not doing what ,
"
They feared that low gr8des might

,

I

their teachers want them to do.
Students and parents are terrorized by the way a teacher can harm a
student's future prospects.
Grades' teach people to rely on
the judgements of others about
th~lr learning. Students do not
learn to evaluate their own leaming, a skill they will need In almost
anything they do. Students ere
taught by the grading system to
obey instead of learning to learn.
Years later they find that they
don't know where to begin the
processof learning something new
unless there Is a teacher to tell
them.
-

Workshop. On Aging

The Processof Aging and Health
a workshop sponsored by the Boise State University
Department of Nursing, will be
conducted Monday, Dec. 4, from
8:30 am to 4 pm in the Big Four
Room of the BSU Student Union
Building.
Dr. Virginia Stone, specialist In
gerontology, will direct the workshop which will deal with the
physiological process of aging and
its effects of health assessment
Teachers believe that grades are
and life styles.
necessary to help students learn.
Dr. Stone Is a member of many
Grades tell students how well or
, professional and federal commitpoorly they are doing. If this Is
tees on aging, and a senior fellow
their function, why do they have to
of
the Center for the Study of
be recorded on permanent records
. Aging and Human Development at
where they can cause so much
Duke University, Durham, Ne,
damage? Most students, however, will tell-you that their grades .
really don't reflect their learning.

Assessment,
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where she has been a professor of
.nurslnq since 1966.
The workshop, partially funded
by a grant from the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare
Division of Nursing, Is. reoornmended for nurses, social workers,
chaplains, nursing home admlnls- "
trators, activity. directors, and
anyone concerned with improving
care for the elderly.
A $10 pre-registration fee is due
by Nov. Zl to BSU Account
#187-L619, Molly S. Young, coordinator, continuing nursing eduea- .
tlon project, Department of Nursing, BSU,' 1910 University Dr.
Boise 10 83725. Late registration
will be accepted at the door as
space ·permits.
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many . settings and for many :
purposes. Graduate and professional schools need to assess a
student's previous learning. Employers and licensing agencies
need to do the
Let them do
it. It is not necessary that the
lower-level schools and the teactiers do it for tham. Let somebody
else do' the judging.
For when
teachers judge Instead of teach, a
wedge of power is driven between
the teacher and'the student. They
are no longer on the same side.
That' gap has been there for most
of us for so long we don't even
notice it. The pursuit of learning
has been replaced by the pursult
of grades. The solution Is simply'
to end grades.

same.

It's hard to believe
that diamond bridal
trios as beautiful as
these can be so
perfectly priced to
fit your budget.:
Come in and see
our complete
collection

SUBMIT:

to the sensation of a true
Marguerita .cocktail' the Bouquet way - au
naturel
Sheriff, that's your wife.in the back of my car
fresh squeeze Marguerita Cocktail.

:r:......

$1 to all you Farrah Fawcett types between the
hours of 5 & 7 P.M. Monday thru Friday.

WITNESS:

Bef~re your very eyes, real
limes and lemons performing actual, (not your
. simulated) co-operation with Madame Triple
Sec, and that Gangster of Love Marquis 'de
Sauza Gold. 16 oz. of potent passion to make
; a scene like you've never seen.
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High styled """"@l.iI11iJ.WJ
wedding trio
boasts 9
$995.00 value
diamonds

Specially Priced S849°0

WITNESS:

Fully clothed, cutesy cock,
tail boys conscientiously conditioned in. the
sensual art of subservience. Socks and shoes
by Fredericks of Hollywood.

Delicate leaf
design 'Surrounds
2 impressive
diamonds
$599.00 value

BE AlVlAZED

at the new experience of
role reversal, and the uncontrolled desire to tip
heavily. Afterall, actors must make a living too.
OFFER INVAUD WHERE PROHIBITED BY Ll\W
(Unless of course

you're the sheriff's wife.)

..

Specially Priced S48900
Geometric styling
highlights 3
glimmering
diamonds
$495.00 value

.

Specially Priced

.

~

Graceful styling·
.highlighted by
9..shlmmerlng
diamonds

00·
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. $1150.00
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A Tradition of.CJuality and Value

(aU Jewtltrs
DOWNTOWN BOISE· WESTGATE MALL
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Criner substantiated the claim by
NAU coach Joe Salem, that Boise
State's Head Coach had asked Bob
Rodrigo, a physical education'
instructor at Gal State Hayward
and a former assistant coach at
Hayward with Criner in 1969, to
fly to Flagstaff, Arizona, pose as a
professional football scout and
attempt to gain entrance into
NAU's closed football practices.
.Two weeks ago Criner had pleaded absolutely no Involvement In
the incident he termed.as
an
•'unfortunate action by a friend,"
to Keiser, Boise State Athletic
Director Lyle Smith and the press
of Idaho arid Arizona. But on
WedneSday, after having spoken
fa Rodrigo and his lawyer by
phone Tuesday night, criner revealed the _true circumstances
surrounding the scouting viola'tion.
..1'1 ani directly responsible for Bod
Rodrigo being there, I paid for the
plane ticket and had the plane
ticket sent to Bod Rodrigo. The
first question you ask is why?
College Basketball Top 20 Pros- . Well, the reasonfor why any coach
sectus.
does something like; that is to
win," said Griner.
As to his reasoning in initially
l?O~::lOC~OOOCC:X:<~0Q0C>Ql:>OCM)OOOl::CC~OOl:X:OC:XXOQC04:.o<=COc::oc:.c.cXl<'ClO':l=::.oCocr...o""...oo-~~-OCO-4
denying Salem's charges, Criner
said, "It's maybe a little more
complicated than it looked on the
surface. First, I was trying towln.a
football. game and, had not been
able to get all the facts ... Unless I
~(Take'rne
to the Cubicle, I'll make Christmas
y' O"Qr
could get to him, get everything
Shopping so much easier for your friends and
thathappenedand get what Bob
loved ones.
had said, I didn't feel like I could
take a stand and say, yes, I did it
. and why."
Criner added, "I didn't want to
say anything that jeopardized his
[Rodrigo's] _position .. He's been
hurt a great deal by. this already.
That's the reason It took so long to
get it out in the open. It was a,
t
~.
mistake in judgement on my part,
I should have somehow gotten to ,
Rodrigo earlier and we could have
• been done with it.
"I'm an extremely competitive
person, I love to win, I love to
compete and I -thrive on it. My
mistake was the "Win at all cost
attitude," you should have the
Now tell all your friends, your parents,. grandparents~ and anyone special that 1'm waiting for them to use at the Cubicle
"Win at all cost attitude" but
roo~iOQ(::lCOOOC:I¢O'C)OOQOC~CXX:lOQl::lQCCOl;)oo!::O=
•
don't do anything that isn't exactly
by the books,"said Criner.
With Griner's guilt established,
the problem of repremand fatls
into the lap of Keiser and the Big
Sky Violation Committee./Keiser
has delayed the University's por- .
• tion of action to be taken against
Criner until after the Cal-Poly SLO
ballgame. As for the Big' Sky
Violation Committee, . they will
meet in December to discuss any
sanctions that should be taken
. against the Boise State football
-program.

by Jerry Richards
the Bruins' expense In 1977,-Look played two charnp-class tearns to
the Gauchos' one (san Francisco),
So, as football season grinds
for Roy Hamilton to toss In a few
Not Incedentally, the Gauchos are
down the road a little further,
dozen buckets and frustrate the
frighteningly Inexperienced.
confused Bronco fans turn to Boise
lately-touted. Bronco front line,
State basketball action to Just
while casually feeding a few , December, and the first Saturday
maybe provide what football this
fortuitous ones to David Green- thereof, brings the season's first
year couldn't quite. For sure,
wood, who point and rebound- BSU home game, Just happens to
be against Cal State-FUllerton,
everybody expects less to be
wise can borrow what he doesn't
disappointed with in basketball;
have to steal. _Forthe Orange and who won two tournament games
and came close to Arkansas last
this spring It's the most educated
Blue Persons, here is a moral
spring. Stili the Broncos' Big Guys
guess that the Broncos will finish
victory In any case: they get to
In the thick of the race for third .: play In (gasp) Pauley Pavilion arid and the horne pit advantage could
push Boise State over the Titans'
place in the Big Sky.
hobnob with the great and near
flashy guard show, Keith AnderBut walt a minute: aren't we
great of Gary Cunningham's crew.
gettl!1g jUst a teeny bit ahead of
No such Intangible rewards are son and Mike Linden, It should be
a wry homecoming for Tom Morourselves here? yes gang, there is
expected to come from the next
a pre-Big Sky season. Springing
night's encounter with the U 01 gan a backup Fullerton tall guard
who played for BSU in 1975-6.
from a questionable victory over a
Utah. The Redsklns will be out to
Grin and bite the bullet, folks,
club team from Australia,the
prove that Jerry Pimm can coach a
because two nights later our
Broncos are diving slap into a
Winning team without Jeff Jonas
heroes travel to Lawrence to face
cement pool, and that's what they
and Jeff Judkins, who led Utah to
the. rejuvenated Kansas Jayhawks
have to swim in for the next few
the playoffs two years in a tc«.
and seven-footer Paul Mokeski.
weeks.
The Utah team is younger than the
Next niqht, Boise State plays
, UCLA seems to be Number One
Boise State squad, but filled with
on just about everyone's list. Well,
that classy Utah and California . Midwestern of Texas in a game
that couid well be decided by
they just happen to be number one
stock, including SLC's own Dan
traveling fatigue,
on Boise State's hit list, in a game
Vranes, a blockbuster sophomore
By this time, BSU should be
that had to have been scheduled in
forward.
.
a moment of flashed enthusiasm
santa Barbara, a big two nights
pretty travel-seasoned in any case.
or similar inebriation over Idaho
later, should prove a better stop
State's unearthly playoff victory at
for the Broncos, as they will have They get a full 'half week of rest
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before-Jauntingto Logan (does this
fNer end?) to face loaded Utah
State, with lauded guard Keith
McDonald and a latta transfer
talent.
As It turns out, It does all end.
The Broncos can even (or better)
their pre-Big Sky Iilark wltb a
string of home games against such
notables as Augsburg, Minnesota;
Great Falls, Montana; Northern
Colorado, L. A. State, Midwestern
(again) and Cal Poly SLOt
With such a sked, there are
always rumblings that athletic
department should be hung, shot,
quartered and jailed before they
are brought In front of the Bronco
Athletic Association Board of 11'1quisltlon. But there may be a
method to the madness: such an
early season.can produce a team
. that knocks the socks off any
unwary league opponent, if the
tribulations are properly used as
lessons in 900d tight team play.
Let's just cross our fingers and
Keep listening to the radio.
Next week: A Jerry Richards
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EUlI'opealfil
Motors Inc.

155~Broadway
Boise, Idaho
344-3691

Specializing in

onksgBving Specialsu
late Night Turkey Shoot
to Closing
Shot of Wild Turkey

9:00

75

C

VW, Porsche,

Dinner
5:30 to 10:00
RAM BURGERS
ONLY
"LB OF BEER'
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Audi,

lunch

Repairs
,& Sales

11:00 to 5:00
HOT TURKEY
SANDWICHES
includes roast turkey, dressing, and salad

$2.50

LB OF BEER
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45c

, ~we' re

the Experts'

Rudy Quallio

Owner-M,gr.
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Reid Hockey Team. Closes Season
BSU field hockey team
SFU str.uggled to a ~1 win. The
closed 01.01 their season by splitting
Broncos lone goal was scored by
four matches at the regional meet - Laura' Rolelto.
In Moscow, Idaho.
In the final match of the season,
against George Fox University,
Playing In extremely cold weathcoach Von Wassevhove substier, registering 1'1 below zero With
tuted freely in a 3-Q win. Phelps
the . chili factor near -35; the
and Shank each scored one goal,
Broncos lost a close match to
and Twyla Bulcher flicked In the
Washlnaton State University, 1-0.
~'wewere disappointed when we other goal on a picture perfect
assist by Freshman Diana Mcdidn't win, but it was a relief, the
pressure was off. VVSU played a Anulty, her first of the season.
Reflectina on the season Von
hard game, there was superb
Wassenhove said, "I knew It was
defense on both sides, but their
going to be a tough year, but
goal with three and a half minutes
starting out 0-6-1 was really tough.
left in the game did Its job." said
After we won our first game,
Von Wassenhove.
everything jelled Immediately. The
. After being left out In the cold, as
players finally realized thelrpotenfar as the NCV\ISA Qualifying
were the most
Toumament was concerned, the . tlal. By far,we
Improved tearn In the Northwest.
Broncos jumped to the regional
ClJr players have a right to be
. toumament to play the University
poud of their efforts and aooompof oregon #2 team. BSU nounded
out a 4-2 win over the Ducks, The
lishments. To me It's almost like a
Bronco scorers were Sue Shank
miracle that we did so well."
.
with two goals and Donna Phelps
looking to the future Von' Wasand Treva Hunt wltn one goal · senhove said, "We have an excelapleoe.
.
· lent chance of a' regional placement next year. We now have that
Boise State then took on powerfUl
year of experience behind us, and
Simon Frasier Univ.erslty from
with the caliber of players we
British Colombia, Canada., But
have, we're going to be tough."
The

I
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VOLLEYBALL
Intramural volleyball finally got under wey once the referees figured out
how 10 get the nets up. The women's
leams began competition and amid
mUCh screaming The Crazy Creepers
and Toweru6th. Floor were victorious.
The men's competition was tense with
eacI1 match going the full three James
but finally the TKE's and tho' Goodtlmers came out on top.
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BASKETIJALL
Only men are Involved this semester
In cage ball, They are off and dribbling
with lust a little delay and confusion.
The competltlo., Is fierce but several
teams have risen to the lop of .thelr
leagues already.
Several perennial
teams have returned trying again (and
. again) to prove victorious.

Attention all men's volleyball teams.
The schedules have been altered slightly. Please check room G203 A for the
corrected schedule or call 385-1131.

•.

RECORDS:
LEAGUE A
Sheiks
Slg Eps
Zigzags
Mean Mschlne
K. Martin's
Nonhero lites

2-0
2-0
1-1
1-1
()'2
()'2

LEAGUED
Scrup$quad
Slg Eps I
Decoys
Utility lineman
JuanalaY83

3-0
1-1 .
1-1
1-2
()'2

LEAGUEC
Casey's Cagers
Kappa Sigma
Rockets
little Feat
Peperfors

LEAGUEE
Raven
Barbour Quintet
A-3B.R.&T.
6 O'Clock News

LEAGUEF
3-0
1-1
1-1
1-2
()'2

2-0
2-0
1-1
1-1
()'2
()'2

The Boys
Stallions
Goodtlmers
Warriors
A·l Nads
X-Raiders .

LEAGUEF
2-0 AFC
2-0 Mongrels
1-1 Slink
G-3 Savages
Geo.-Geophy.

I

Women's ){-C Closes. Out
Season At Regional Meet
by Beth Rupprecht
The Boise State Women's
country tearn concluded their season with a 6th place finish at the
Regionals meet held in seattle on
the weekend of November 4th. Out
of a total of 22 colleges, 18 had
complete teams for a total of 157
lndivlduals,
The course was a
hilly, tough course covering 3.2
miles (5,000 meters), but what
concerned the women most was
rain fall the day of the meet which
. made the grass course slick and
dangerous In spots: A change of
warmer weather on Saturday dried
the course up enough to make the
running safe.
Jody Smith turned In a fantastic
run as she finished 6th in a time of
18:05.01. Twin sister, Judy Smith,
was "stili worn out from strep
throat, which had put her out of

cross-

training for several weeks, but she
still ran well for her condition, .
finishing 27th wi.th a tllne of
18:57.3; Judy was a bit dlscouraged when she found out she had
missed qualifying for a trip to the
nationals in Denver by just two
positions. Only the top 25 individuals and the top three teams'
qualify for nationals. .
Leslie Bastain also had ail outstanding race, being' the third
runner in for. the team, and overall
· finishinl;J 54th in a time of 19:38.2
Cherry Gardner was Boise's next
finisher in 65th place in 19:53.0.
Only 4 seconds and 4 positions
behind Cherry was Cindy Jorgenson for 71st place and a time of
9:57.1. In 78th place. was Gail
Smith in 20:07.8 and Beth Rupprecht, who had grief with the
hills, finished 96th in 20:36.3

Our 4ger salad bar is brimming with all your favorite
.. nibblings. Pile 'em high and
make a meal of it. Or nibble on
a smaller version while w(,'re cookin'
up your pizza.
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BSU .Drops
Exhibition Game

ancElS by BSU freshmen,

by K. Ubucha
The Bronco Women gave the
Australian S. Kllda Touring Club a
good fight in Thursday nlght~s
game, but the Australians gained
a lopsided win In the final minutes
, of the game with a score of 78-59.
In the first minutes of the game
the St. Kllda Saints racked up 10
. points before the Broncos scored,
but BSU Coach Connie Thorngren
"was pleased with the fact that
they didn't give up," and came
. back to take the lead 11-10.
The experienced Australian team
took the lead again and kept It
throughout the game, stili Coach
Thorngren
"was
extremely
pleased with the ov~1 performance of the team, especially their
shooting ability In the first half."
"That Australian team, they
have a lot of experienced playersthey've played together a long
time. When we gave them the
opportunities, they didn't waste
them," Thorngren said. "When
we got the opportunities, we did
waste them, but then I expected
that from a young team."
When the Bronco women fell Into
a 2-3 zone defense with about a
third to go In the second half, they
came within seven points of the
Australian team. Fine perform-

forward
Ruth· Fugleberg and point guard
Dana Jones, had a lot to do with_It.
CoachThomgren
said, "It was
Very encouraging that the freshmen did as well
they did," but
It wasn't long before the AustralIans .found the openings. In the
zone defense and ran away with
the game.
Tracey Morris, who scored 10 ofSt. Kllda's last 16 points and was
top scorer of the game with 26
points, helped secure the victory.
. Jones, only five feet tall, let the
Boise State offense with 15 points
by making seven of her 11
shots-mostly jumps from the outside.
Fugleberg added 13 points and
was top rebounder In the game.
Coach Thornaren said "We outrebounded them, and I was
pleased about that.
. Despite their youth, the Bronco
Women played periodically like an
experienced tearn. Thorngren was
glad to-play this game early in the
season, "because It helps get the
kids working hard."
The Bronco Women offlcally
.open their season against. Idaho
State on December 1, and Thorngren says because of.ISU's gopd
recruiting program and high rnotlzatton, it should be a tough garne.
Boise State will be working on
their blocklng-off under the basket
and their fast break in preparation
far the game.
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Wrestlers Use First Meet To Determine
Strengths.
get

Boise State's wrestlers did not
grapple to a single first place
showing In any weight In the BSU
Invitational meet last Saturday
night, and coach· Mike Young
couldn't be more pleased.
"That's what we have these area
tournaments for - to find out
who's strong and where we need
....'011<," said Young. Since with is
the Broncos' first Interschool outIng, the fact that nobody placed
higher than second giVes Young
quite a few definite areas to work
with.
Several Broncos were beaten bv
only one opponent, however, Brad
Allred, Big Sky Conference champ
at 142 pounds last year, placed
second at 134, Kevin Wood took
the runner up spot at 167, and Rex
Edwards at 150, Low Grasso, at
167 and Bill Braseth at 177 each
took third place. Mark Jardine,
another defending conference
titlist, could not officially represent Boise State at this meet, but
carne up with a first place at 118.
The Bronco wrestlers got a look
at several squads they'll face
again this season, Including Big
SI<y contenders Idaho State and
Montana. Both "looked good,"
said Young, and should definitely
challenge the Broncos for the
conference title.
However, Jardine, who will be
eligible to wrestle as a senior on
the BSU squad during the spring
semester, said his toughest Big
Sky opponent was not at the meet.
.. Rob Wurm at Weber State, he.
sald, would most likely be the man .
to beat for the title, and "nobody
at this tournament rOOIlygaVe me
much trouble."
Allred lost to his opponent when
he "tried for a pin and ended up
lOsing five points", ultimately
dropping a decision 9-3, sald

he's twdto
hold of," said
Graso.
"I'm
not quite
as
talented In that way. I just go out .
and wrestle on the basis of my
strength, and guts and heart. n
Grasso felt sure, though, that stxle
could keep him competing regularly at 167 latf;lf' In the season.
Braseth, severaJ of the players
stated, Is probably the most
Improved wrestler on the squad .
"Bill's probably the most underrated wrestler on the tearn, "
Grasso commented. Wood noted,
'''no doubt about It-Blli really hit
the weights last summer, and you
can tell how much he's Improved." Braseth, a sophomore, put
on enough weight since last season to move up to 177 from 167
pounds.
Right now, these wrestlers are
most likely to start regularly for
Wood added, "It's goOd to have Boise State at the ten weight
classes, according to Young: 118,
Lou push
and me push him .. .l
Freddie Guajardo (and later. Jordknew I could do better than him
Ine); 126, Scott Barrett; 134,
last night." Wood said he would
Allred; 142, Joe Styron; 150,Rex
have to work to keep a regular spot
Edwards or John Brady; 158,
.at 167, notl ng when two good
Elroy Thompson; 167, Wood or
wrestlers at the same weight
Grasso; 177, Braseth; 190, Harold
wrestle on the sarne team, one
Wittman or Dan Rowell; heavyoften switches weight classes.
weight, Pat' Maloney and larry
"Right now," he said, "I'm not
going to be able to go down any Hooper.
Boise State Is set to compete In
weight, so I'll have to try. to keep
the Las Vegas invitational this
beating Lou out there."
Grasso, a senior, said he Is weekend and will travel to three
"usually a slow starter-but I plan more tourneys In Deoernber before
their first home dual meet with
to be peaking out In a little while.
utah Dec. 16. In January, the
I think we'll all really be strong
getting into the heart of the' Broncos will embark on a twelveand
season," about the middle of day, eight-meet road trip,
afterwards all of their dual meets
January, he said.
will be at home until the Big Sky
"Kevin's Is a smooth style; his
moves are swift and graceful, and championship meet Feb. 23-24.
Young.
"I lost my concentratlon," Allred commented, "and I
did some things I shoUldn't have
done. I'll just have to concentrate
on my moves In the future."
Allred added that he saw no
probl,ems In wrestling eight
pounds lighter than he did last
year.
At 167 pounds, Young has a
happy dilemma: he has not yet
decided whether to start Grasso,
first and second place In the
conference in the last two years, or
Wood, who beat Grasso to reoch
the meet finals last Saturday.
"We've always been competing
against each other since we've·
been on the same tearn," said
sophomore Wood. "We're really
good friends, though. The other
night we .ate dinner together." .
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Broncol ·Trip Atiggi8$, It Now
Meet No" 2 Rflnketl
Estimates have Williams out of
.The Bolst State Broncos opened
the 1978/79 basketball season action for three to foiJrweeks.
Coach- Bus Connor used the
with an exhibition win over St.
Kllda of Australia. The AuSsles exhibition game to full advantage
as he allowed reserves considerhadn't won a game slnoo their
able playing time and took a good
United States· tour began and
look at his front line controlled
ThuJ1lday night's game was no
offense.
different.
BSU jumpedto
early W lead,
and never relinquished the upper
Now Connor has to get ready for
hand, as forwards.John Mayfield
·his team's first loss of the season
and John Anderson combined for
as Boise State travels to power34 points and 18 rebounds to hold
house UCLA November 24th.
St. K1lda In check.
With the one' ganle exhibition
First game jitters wer..eevident as
season over and Freddie Williams
missed plays, shots and passes
out,Conno(?has one hell of a job
prevailed throughout the game.: A
on hill hands-'in preparing for the
major factor contributing to the
#2 ranked Bruins. Sloppy floor
Bronco's unrefined play was the
play and allowing thaopposltlon
absence of playmaklng guard,
81 shots will not hold Gary
Freddie Williams.
Williams, by
Cunningham'S team back, as J.
'far the squad's best ball handler,
Schneider, KBOI's
basketball
was Injured In an automobile commentator. said during the post
accident Wednesday night, In
game interview wl.th Coach Conwhich he sustained a broken left
nor, "If you give UCLA 81 shots,
wrist and a scalp laceration.
. th~Y'~I.score
162 points."
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"A Streetcar Nanted Desire"
The BoIse State University theatre's forthcoming presentation of
••A Streetcar Named Desire" has
already been the cause of eager
discussion and anticipation. this
pultizer Prize winning drama by
Tennessee Williams has been a
sensation wherever It has played,
and Is scheduled for a nlne-perfor- .
mance run. December 1 - 9.
Jenny. Sternling will be seen as
the sensitive,
panic-stricken
Blanche Du-Bois Is.the Boise State
presentation. This is the long and
tremendously difficult rule which
has added lustre to the careers of
so many aetresses-Jessica Tandy,
Uta Hagen, and Vivien Leigh. Sara
Barsness will be seen as Blanche's
married sister, Stella, who tries to

It· -.-.•
""fll.;'1

1lA!.

lead the frightened and battered
ex-schoolteacher out of terror. As
the husband, Stanley, Mike Hoff..
man will be playing the part which
"Wright's
Corner"
l1li
made Marlon Brando an overnight
will .snowcese poems
success on Broadway. It Is Stanand fiction submitted by
ley's unreasoning failure to comIts readers.
Poems
A
prehend Blanche's desire to lead a
should preferably be no
norrMJ life that leads him to
longer than 26 lines, and
deprive Blanche of her last hope . fiction should preferably
for happiness. Mark Keenan will
be no longer than 300
be seen as Mitch, who retreats
words; all pieces will be
from Blanche's search for a husevaluated before publication.
band and security when he learns
Please submit works
of her lurid past.
for consideration, type-written and
Others In the play's east will
double spaced to the Arbiter
Include Steve Corbett, Kristine
office, second floor SUB no later
Peterson, Larry Yokom, Mary
than the Friday before the followSpence, Melanie yeuen, Robert
Ing Wednesday's publication. A
Brandshaw, Dan Burch, and Vicky . .copy of everything submitted
Perez. The prooucnon Is oelllg should be retained, as they will not
staged by Roger L. Bedard, and
be returned. Please Include your
the setting,' which represents' a
name on each work. "Wright'S
shabby two-room apartment In
Cornor will appear subject to
newOrleans, Is being designed by . availability of quality material.
Stephen Buss.

his girlfriend.
debut on May 2, 1931 on whose 6. ' Who was the voice of "Underdog?"
.'
3; Naiilethe two magazineswhich
radio show? B) Mary Noble was
9. In the 1959 movie "Anatomy of
Dan Farrell and Jeff Dillon edited the lead character in what rarlin
a Murder?" What semifamous
on "Nama of the Game."
30aP opera? C) this radio program
American historical figure played
, 4. Name the man who pitched taken from .newspaper comics
0
Judge Weaver at the trial?
'Babe Ruth's "called shot" home- always opened with the words
11. On either radio or television
run and the Inning he hit It in the
"U5-U5-us...don't touch that dial;
give the
of each one's
3rd game of the 1932 world series. . tt't time for ••." D) He was one of
rancil:A) Gene Autry, B) Roy
5. Do you remember what musical the first performers to Insist on a
Instruments were played by Tony
live radio audience. He was Tex- . Rogers, C) Hopalong Cassidy, D)
Who was he?
Sky King.
Curtis
and
Jack
lemmon
as
Joseaco's
"Fire Chief." VVho was he?
2. Identify this song. A young man
12. Which basketball great was
phine and Daphne In "Some Like 7. Who played the terrorized
is critically injured in a' car race
niCknamed "motor mouth" by hi,S
it Hot?"
female bank clerk in. "Experieand his last words are directed tn
teammates?
6. A) Jack Benny made his radio ment In Terror?"

Stump
e

n

1. In 1958, Yul Baynner replaced
the lead actor who died while
filming "Solomon and Sheba."

I
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Cheech& _Chong: Up In $moke .
by Chuck Bufe ..
-Starring cneeck Marin
and Tommy Chong
Written by Cheech Marin
and Tommy Chong
Directed by Lou Adler
O.K. it's funny .. .l even kinda
liked it,' although I probably
shouldn't have...
. First the bad points: there are no
characters In "Up In Smoke," just
caricatures. Secondly, the caricatures of Women are objectionablethey're presented as. being even
dumber than the men:
for
instance, a woman snorting a few
lines of Clorox powder which she
thinks is cocaIne: "Goodshitl"
Thirdly, there Is virtually no plot
(no, this Isn't
Ant~nionl filmAntonloni ooeen'tuse sight gags).
Now the good polnts; the caricature of a low rider offered by
Cheech actually does, to an extent,
remind me of people I knew in
Phoen!x-or, rather, it reminds me
of imitations of low riders done by
a couple of my Chicano friends.
The caricatures of the maies are
almost as grotesque as the caricatures of the females (the problem
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with this is that what's presented .
. are stereotypes, and female stereotypes, in our society, are much
more demeaning than male stereotypes ... basically It's a question of
Cheech and Chong have a good
Cheech and Chong do.) Also, the
plot is simply a means of stringing
together a bunch of one-liners,
short routines, and sight gags, all
of which are done fairly well, and
Cheech and Chong do). Also, the
sense of llrnlts « they have a weal<
vehicle, and treat it acoordlnglythe length of the film Is only 90
minutes. ,
For aficionados of plots, here 'tis:
bOy meets boy in LOs Angeles (no, .
they're not homosexual); they go
to Tijuana and inadvertently pick
up a van filled with pot; they head
back to Los E.E.U.U., pick up a
couple of female. hitch hikers,
proceed back Into L.A.,and win a
battle of the (punk) bands,
oK, OK, a creosote bush could
. havethought of a better plot ... but
like I was saying, the plot Is
merely incedental.
Up In Smoke is c::urrentlyplayl.ng
at the Plaza Twin.
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DUO SENIOR MUSIC RECITAL

DUO-PIANO CONCERT

The first senior music recital of
1978-79 at Boise State University will
feature Barbara L1ngerfelter, soprano,
and Rod Daugher1Y, baritone, Sunday,
Nov. 26 at 4 pm In the BSU Music
Auditorium.
The recital Is open to the public
without charge.

The Boise State University Duo-Plano
Ensemble, directed by associate music
progessor Madeleine Hsu, wllj present
a ooncert Tuesday, Nov. 38, at 8:15 pm
In the BSU Music Recital Hall.
Admission will be $2 for adults; $1 for
students and senior citizens, and free
for BSU students and personnel. Tickets will. be available at the door.

NOTED CLASSICAL GUITARIST

WANTED: PIANO

- .'Rober1

Guthrie,

gultarlest, will present a concert In the. Boise State
University Special Events Center Nov.
30 at 8:15 pm.
.
Tickets for the Thursday evening
ooncert will be on sale at the BSU Music
Office and Peebles-Willter
Music. Prices are $2 for adults 2nd $1 for BSU
students.
Guthrie will also oonduet a master
class-workshop Friday, Dec. 1 In the
BSU Music Auditorium at t:3O pm.
Admission will be $5 per person.

The Friends 01 Boise Public Library'
are looking for a good plano that would
be a permanilnt addltlonthethellbrary's
auditorium. Besides being used In a .
variety of library activities, the plano
would benefit oommunlty groups that
must now borrow a plano when they
hold programs at the library.
'
1f you have a plano you would like to
oontrlbute to this worthy cause, call
Library Director William F. Hayes. at
354-4238 or, Friends President Frances
Brown at 343-1091. The plano chosen
will be transported to the library and
tuned at Friends' expense.
This year the Friends of Boise Public
Library are presenting a series of
programs' at the library on Sunday
afternoons. The next program scheduled Is for Oecomber 10 at 1:30, and
will feature Jane Wallich and her hand
bells in a program of carols. Also
appearing will be throe American Field
service students who will describe
Christmas customs In other oountrles.
, Poople Interested In the Friends or.
their activities are urged to oontaet
Frances Brown. New membarshlps
make It possible to organize even more
11vltles on behalf of the Library.

,ANNUAL CHRISTMAS BALL
The annual Christmas Ball will be held
Tuesday, December 7th, at the Rodeway Inn from 9:00 pm - 1:00 am. The
dance will be seml·formal. The band,
"Ragg Band" will play a variety of
current and past favorites. All students,
fa:ulty, and alumni are weloome. Cost
will be $2.50 per person and Bach
photography wilt one again be taking
pictures for those couples desiring
them. Tickets are available In the SUB
Information booth and all residence hall
main desks.

Walk'into the incredible
true experience of
B illy Hayes.

Daily at 7:00 & 9:30
Holiday Matinees Thursday
Friday, Saturday & Sunday
at 2:00, 4:30, 7:00 & 9:30
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Thanksgiving Eve 8:00pm
Place: BSU-Special Events Center
Tickets are $3 at the door
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TOMORROW!
in Concort at the
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This Week:
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Noli 26 LIBRARY OPEN: 1 - 9 pm.

• Nov 22 •

. '.NQv24
LIBRARY CLOSED

Nov 22
THANKSGIVlt~G
BUFFET;
10:30 am -1:3O,pm, SUB Ssnck
Bar.
LIBRARY CLOSES: at 8 pm.
, THEADACOUNTYSHERIFF'S
DEPUTY
UNION:
presents
Merle Haggard&Marty Robbins
In Concert, 7:30 pm and 10:30
prn, call 888-5790 lor Inlo.

LAST DAY: lor Iinal oral and
proJectlthesls
detense,
LAST DAY: Registrar's
olllco
will accept course requestlorms
Irom continuing students.
STUDENT SENATE:
4 pm,
SUB Sol)ate Chambers.
ALM: 'Twelve O'Clock High.'
8 prn, SUB Ballroom.
THANKSGIVING
10:30 am, - 1:30
Ballroom.

§ijjfjii~~~iZ@'mTI" m,;:;~:~~;-m:~'$,~;r;~{l@:mi~>m\xW:~tm-·~¢~:bTI:~am·jTI.:;;;~%'~:1TI:&tm~*·E~~~k:~<t~§{-:-~Ml§~&m:'i1t2~'I"

ON

Nov 27
CLAsses

POP FILM: ~;;e

..

'TREASURE
VALLEY WINTER
JAZZ SERIES: presents Herbie
Mann and the Now Family of
Mann In concert. 8 pm In the -

Nov 28

BOISE PUPPETRY GUILD; 12
noon, Library Auditorium. Bring

BUFFET:
pm, SUB

llt-__

-1

a_sac_k_lu_n.,..ch_.

Stanley [Mike Hoff·
1lIlIII} confronts his
wife SIlllIo
[Sare
1lann8Ia} In a dr.
malic _
from
"A Streetcllr Named Desire."
Dec. '
1·9, Sullel Theatre.
8:15 p.m.
.

t>

29Turning

. Point," 8 pm In SUB Ballroom:
BOISE GALLERY OF ART:
Gallery Christmas .Evcnl, 8 pm
at 'the Boise Gallery 01 Art.
STUDENT S-tai 4 prn, SUB
Sonate Chambers.
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Hortlle Msnn and
the New Family of ,
Mann, In i:oncort
Nov. :.'\) 'al 0
Capllof High
5choolGym.
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Nov 23
HAPPY TURKEY DAYI
LIBRARY CLOSED •
. BOISE
PUBLIC
LIBRARY:
closed lor Thanksgiving.
services will resume Friday, Nov
24, at 9 am.
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25
DSU MUSIC DEPT; Duo-Plano
Eilsembl,e,' Madeline Hsu, .director, 8:15 pm, Recllal Hall.
BOISE PUBLIC LIBRARY SAT. '
SPECIAL: Energy' magic with
Tim Glancey, 2 pm at tho Boise
Public L1braTy.
BOISE GALLERY OF, ART:
Contemporary Northwe:lt Crafts
Invitational, Nov. 25 - Doc. 24,

3eLisss F EDS

"Private Party Cls$sified Adsl 4. cents Per Word/'12 Noon· M'onday Deadline.,.
ARBITER Office, Owyhee Room, 2nd Floor SUB
For More Info' 385-1464.
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342.m39 eves or 385-1464 days.
Ask lor sally.

J----FOR RENT----I
1 Bodroom Trailer: Elec heat.
$135 per mo. plus electricity.
Available now. 342-0039 eves
or 385-1464 days, ask lor Sally.

1---

FOR
SAlE--

LadlC3 Dolomlto' Ski BOots
size 6, $10.00 & '
'
Ladles
Hanko
Ski
Boota
alze 7. $35.00. call 385-1416.

r------I---Mink and leathor
Stroller
, length coat. Soldom worn. Appralsad ai $1200.' Will sell lor
$700; ~2-0339 eves or 385-1464
days. Ask lor Sally.,

Boise,'

342-9729

PEN PALS ~,----,+---Two wild and crazy guys need
visits or correspondence
real
bad. Ages 22. Will trade photos
answer all letters. Terry Todd,
1/14715, unit 1111; Bert Stark,
1/1425g, unit 1/8; Box 14, Boise,
ID 83707.

WANTED------I
PoopIo, If YllU, haw won lin
Arbiter, freo clllsslfled In tho
O&-Clll8SlfIed Contosl":' USE IT

L==============The

:~"

••

J

Cut at Stale Barber College,
With
Budget Price for Guys & Girls.
Available,
2210 Main 51.,

Appl.

~--

~--An-s-we-rs-'-"

--l

IMPROVE~YOUR ,GRADES! '
Sand $1.00 for your 256-page,
mall order catalog of Collegiate;
Rasearch, 10,250 topic listed.
Prompt Delivery. Box 25S07-B1
Los AngoIoo, CalIf. 00025. (213)
4n-8228

RECORDED MESSAGES
FOR MORMONS
DIAL 376-5885 - 24 HOURS
DAILY

1. Tyrone Power
2. "Tell Laura I Love Her"
3. Crlma Magazine and People
Magazine.
4, Charllo Root, Illth Inning.
5. Curtis played saxaphona and
Lemmon playod bull IIddle
(bass).
6. A) The Ed Sullivan Show,
El) Backstage Wile, C) Blondle,
D) Ed Wynn.
,7. Loo Romick
8. Wally Cox
9. Joesph N. Welch (A lawyer
who became lamous during the
Armv-McCarthy
Hearings).
10.
Fabian FortCl and Olon
Dlmuccl.
•
, 11. A) Melody Ranch,B)Doublo
, R,Bar, C) Bar 20 Ranch, D)
Flying Crown Ranch
.12. Elgin Baylor

University,(lrbiterTue8d~y,Novemher 21,

DE~C(I\SSIrIED
COnTEST no.

13
For all you botds out there who
wantad {no turkey as the notlonalsymbol
lor tne unneo
States? FI~ up 10 the Arbiter
olllce, 2nd tloor ' SUB, and
gobble oUI your answer to win
two 'Iree tlckats to the ASB
Programs Board movie; "The
Turnlnn Pulnt." playing November 29; In addition, WI.' will
give out one Iroo Inch 01 Arbiter.
classified to each winner .. 10
tickets to 00, 50 the first live
perching on the corner of our
gUll Ann's desk get the wormuh, the 1001.

.1978============:::.1

